Abstract: Splitting extended families into their component nuclear families to apply a genetic association method designed for nuclear families is a widespread practice in familial genetic studies. Dependence among genotypes and phenotypes of nuclear families from the same extended family arises because of genetic linkage of the tested marker with a risk variant or because of familial specificity of genetic effects due to geneenvironment interaction. This raises concerns about the validity of inference conducted under the assumption of independence of the nuclear families. We indeed prove theoretically that, in a conditional logistic regression analysis applicable to disease cases and their genotyped parents, the naive model-based estimator of the variance of the coefficient estimates underestimates the true variance. However, simulations with realistic effect sizes of risk variants and variation of this effect from family to family reveal that the underestimation is negligible. The simulations also show the greater efficiency of the model-based variance estimator compared to a robust empirical estimator. Our recommendation is therefore, to use the model-based estimator of variance for inference on effects of genetic variants.
Introduction
Methods to estimate association parameters and test the null hypothesis of absence of association between dichotomous phenotypes and genetic markers in samples of nuclear families are well developed (see for instance Ziegler and König, 2010, Chapter 12) . Within-family analysis, conditional on phenotype and genotype observed in each family, is well known to protect against confounding due to population stratification. Family samples recruited for genetic studies often include extended families containing multiple nuclear families spanning three or more generations. For instance, the Eastern Quebec Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder Study is conducted on a sample of 48 kindreds containing 202 nuclear families (Bureau et al., 2013) . Existing methods to analyze association in extended families provide only hypothesis tests, not effect size estimates (Martin et al. 2001; Lange et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2009; Bureau et al., 2014) . A widespread alternative to these methods tailored for extended families is to split extended families into nuclear families and apply one of the wide array of available methods. Many software packages such as FBAT (standing for FamilyBased Association Test, www.biostat.harvard.edu/fbat/default.html), the TDTEX program of SAGE (darwin. cwru.edu/sage/) and Unphased (Dudbridge, 2008) accept pedigree files containing extended pedigrees, split them automatically into nuclear families and run nuclear family association analyses on the resulting nuclear families. Inference on the effect size of a variant via estimation of regression coefficients along with Wald tests and confidence intervals has been developed only for nuclear families, forcing this splitting of extended families to perform such inference. Genotypes and phenotypes of nuclear families from the same extended family, however, exhibit dependence from various causes, and the extent to which this dependence may compromise the validity of the within-nuclear-family analyses has not been carefully studied. FBAT uses an empirical estimator of the variance of a score statistic, robust to dependence among nuclear families from the same extended family, but SAGE's TDTEX program and Unphased (which implements Wald inference on regression models) analyze the nuclear families as if they were independent. We examine in this article the impact of dependence from two sources: genetic linkage to a nearby risk locus and interaction with familyspecific environment.
When testing the null hypothesis of no association between a marker and the trait in presence of genetic linkage to a nearby risk locus, it has long been recognized that correlation between the transmitted alleles of siblings inflates the Type I error of association test statistics treating the siblings as independent within nuclear families (Martin et al., 1997) . This problem has been solved in nuclear family analysis by using a robust estimator of variance of the score statistic (Lake et al., 2000) or the coefficient estimate of a logistic model (Siegmund et al., 2000) , by estimating identity-by-descent probabilities (Martin et al., 2003) or by further conditioning on equivalence classes of inheritance vectors under linkage in the logistic conditional likelihood (Dudbridge, 2008; Dudbridge et al., 2011) . It has been recognized that genetic linkage also induces dependence among the genotypes of subjects in different nuclear families from the same extended family, and that this could bias simple averaging of nuclear family-level statistics across nuclear families (Martin et al., 2001) . Valid score tests of association in the presence of linkage have been obtained by modifying the weighting of nuclear-family contributions (Martin et al., 2001) , simulation of the null distribution (AllenBrady et al., 2006) or use of identity-by-descent proportions estimated from surrounding markers in the estimation of the variance of the score statistic (Chen et al., 2009 ). The impact on variance estimation of coefficient estimates and Wald tests of applying within-nuclear-family logistic conditional likelihood inference to nuclear families from extended families in the presence of linkage has, however, never been investigated to our knowledge.
If one is instead interested in testing the null hypothesis of no association and no linkage, dependence among relatives due to linkage is no longer a source of Type I error inflation, but instead information contributing to power (Siegmund et al., 2000) . But even then, the phenotypes of relatives from different nuclear families from the same extended family could further depend on each other because of a common environment modifying the effect of susceptibility alleles (gene-environment interaction) (Lynch and Walsh, 1998, Chapter 7) . The impact on within-nuclear-family association analysis of this second source of dependence among nuclear families has not been studied previously.
When Wald-type inference is valid, the splitting of extended families into nuclear families required to perform such inference may lead to lower power compared to a score test designed for extended families. The Generalized Disequilibrium Test (GDT), a score statistic for extended families derived from a conditional likelihood, has been found more powerful than score tests for nuclear families such as the FBAT applied on the same samples of extended families under a range of simulation scenarios (Chen et al., 2009 ). To our knowledge, a similar comparison with a Wald test has not been performed.
Our objectives are 1) to investigate the direction and magnitude of the bias in the estimation of the variance of logistic regression coefficient estimates when applying a within-nuclear family analysis to a sample of nuclear families obtained by splitting extended families within which dependence is present, 2) to evaluate whether an empirical estimator of variance robust to dependence among nuclear families from the same extended family should be preferred to an estimator obtained by naively assuming independence among nuclear families and 3) to compare the power of the Wald test on nuclear families with an extended family score test.
With genotyped parents and a single affected subject per nuclear family (case-parent trios), inference can be carried out under a logistic conditional likelihood where three pseudo-controls are constructed from the parental untransmitted genotypes (Self et al., 1991) . Under this model, we represent dependence among nuclear families due to either genetic linkage or environment-driven extended family-specific effect by random effects. This allows us to prove theoretically that the model-based variance of the coefficient estimate of the logistic model underestimates the true variance. The extent of this underestimation is investigated by simulation. In simulations, we also consider the case of multiple affected subjects per nuclear family, where dependence among siblings in presence of linkage to a nearby risk locus is dealt with using the conditioning on inheritance vector of Dudbridge (2008) , but dependence across nuclear families is ignored. We also illustrate the behavior of the variance estimates on genetic markers genotyped in the Eastern Quebec Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder Study.
Methods

Within-nuclear-family conditional inference given parental genotype
Consider a study with K extended families, where each extended family c contains n c nuclear families with at least one affected child (there may also be nuclear families without any affected children, but these do not contribute to the conditional likelihood). Let us first assume exactly one affected child per nuclear family and let the genotype M of that affected child at a genetic marker take a value m belonging to the set S cs of possible genotypes transmitted by his parents in nuclear family s from extended family c. We denote X (m) the number of copies of the minor (least frequent) allele in marker genotype M = m and use X cs as a condensed notation for the allele count of the marker genotype actually observed in the affected subject of nuclear family s from extended family c. Assuming a logistic regression model holds, the disease probability is then given by
assuming the intercept α and the regression coefficient β between X and the disease status Y is constant in all nuclear families across all extended families. The conditional likelihood of the affected children genotypes given the parental genotypes in their respective nuclear families takes the form 
This likelihood is the same as the conditional likelihood of logistic regression under a matched case-control design, with the genotypes not transmitted to the child playing the role of pseudo-controls. Indeed, the caseparent trio design is also called the case-pseudosib design (Witte et al., 1999) . Therefore, the results on the variance of the coefficient estimates which we derive under this model apply to association analysis conditional on parental genotypes, as long as there is a single affected child per nuclear family. We consider arbitrary numbers of affected children per nuclear families in Section 2.4. The assumption of a rare disease is needed to satisfy the implicit assumption that pseudo-sibs receiving untransmitted genotypes would be unaffected [see Appendix 1 of Witte et al. (1999) 
If we let β denote the solution to (3), Wald-type inferences on β can be conducted if a consistent estimator of the variance of β is available. Let I(β) denote the observed information: We then define the model-based variance estimator of β as
We note that the likelihood (2) continues to apply when the intercept α takes a different value in each nuclear family, as the αs factor out of the likelihood (Neuhaus and Jewell, 1990 ).
Dependence among nuclear families from the same extended family
Likelihood (2) does not apply when β varies between extended and/or nuclear families. With extended families, the assumption of a constant β does not hold if A) the tested genetic marker M is not itself influencing the risk of disease but is instead in genetic linkage with a nearby risk locus G or B) the effect of the risk variant depends on the family-specific environment. We consider the consequences of these two phenomena separately.
Dependence due to genetic linkage
When the genetic variant being tested is a marker with no effect on disease risk but is linked to a locus influencing the risk of disease through model (1), the disease risk becomes
where π v (X) = P [V = v|X] , the probability of v copies of the minor allele in the risk locus genotype G given X in the marker locus genotype M. This is not in general a logistic model. However, a logistic model can be a good approximation. In particular, if the marker minor allele frequency is sufficiently low that the frequency of X = 2 is negligible, we have a saturated mean model for the two levels X = 0, 1 which can be written 
.
The terms γ cs capture the deviation of the nuclear family specific regression coefficients from the population coefficients. This deviation is correlated among nuclear families in the same extended family because the alleles in genotype G at the risk locus and in genotype M at the marker locus are transmitted together on the same haplotype due to their tight linkage. The γ cs can be seen as random coefficients under a logistic mixed model, with a joint distribution within extended families reflecting the dependence in genetic inheritance. We compute the impact of the dependence among γ cs , s = 1, …, n c on the variance of the coefficient estimates for first cousin pairs in Section C of the Appendix when the marker allele frequency is low. In our simulation study, we investigate applying model (7) with higher marker allele frequencies such that the values 0, 1 and 2 of X are all frequent.
Dependence due to interaction with family-specific environment
Even when the tested variant is influencing directly the risk of disease, the magnitude of this effect may depend on the environment in which individuals live. Related individuals tend to live in more similar environments than individuals with whom they are not related, because of geographical proximity and familial habits. While the environment is shared to a greater extent within nuclear families, some degree of environmental similarity is likely to subsist among more distant relatives. Variation in risk variant effect β between nuclear and extended families due to interaction with family-specific environment is commonly represented by random coefficients under a logistic mixed model which can be expressed by (7). The only difference with the dependence due to genetic linkage is the interpretation of the random effects.
Obviously, the two types of random effects could be present simultaneously when testing a marker linked to a risk locus whose effect depends on the environment. We study the two effects separately to distinguish their impacts on the analysis, but under the same random effect framework.
Impact of familial dependence on inference
In presence of random coefficients, the conditional likelihood given by (2) is not valid anymore. Nevertheless, we can still estimate a regression coefficient by solving the score equation (3), which will yield, when the disease is rare, a consistent estimator β * of the marginal log-odds ratio β * defined as
where Y h denotes an indicator for whether genotype h was transmitted or not. If we consider Y h as a random variable, then it can be interpreted as the pseudo-phenotype for genotype h, which is affected (1) when h represents the actual child genotype and unaffected (0) when h represents an untransmitted genotype.
In the Appendix we show that the naive model-based variance based on the inverse of the information (4) evaluated at β β * = is not a consistent estimator of the true asymptotic variance of ˆ. β * As a matter of fact, we show that
for some real number Δ that we describe in further detail in the Appendix. From (10), we see that the inflation in variance does not depend on the number of extended families K. In the special cases where X is binary or may only take on three equidistant values such as an allele count 0, 1 or 2, we show in the Appendix that Δ ≥ 0, and hence that the model-based variance underestimates the true variance in those cases. The extent of this underestimation will depend on the value of Δ and we investigate the impact of this result with samples of practical sizes in the simulation study. Craiu et al. (2008) 
where the weights 
Arbitrary number of affected children per nuclear family
In reality, nuclear families may contain more than one affected child. The likelihood (2) has been extended to an arbitrary number A cs of affected children per nuclear family as follows: 
where m now denotes the vector of genotypes transmitted by the parents to their affected offsprings (Dudbridge, 2008) . The genotypes of affected siblings may be dependent due to genetic linkage, and this has been addressed by redefining the set S cs to further condition on equivalence classes of inheritance vectors (Dudbridge, 2008) . The summation is generally not over all possible permutations of the genotype vector M, and this likelihood is not equivalent to the usual conditional likelihood for logistic regression. In our simulation study, we let the number of affected siblings per nuclear family be ≥ 1 and apply likelihood (12) to assess empirically whether our results on the variance of the coefficient estimates extend to that more general setting.
Simulation study
We simulated a biallelic variant where a risk allele had population frequency of either 0.1, 0.3 or 0.5. Two other biallelic variants with an allele at the same frequency as the risk allele were simulated as markers, one strongly associated in the population with the risk variant (r 2 = 0.8) and the other unassociated to the risk variant (r 2 = 0). In our first scenario to assess the effect of dependence due to genetic linkage alone, the risk allele multiplied the odds of disease by the fixed value of 1.5 for each copy of the variant present (β = log(1.5) = 0.41), and the intercept α in model (1) was set to achieve an overall population prevalence of 1.0% in all extended families. In a second scenario, the risk allele effect and intercept were specific to each extended family, to reflect a shared environment. This was implemented by adding zero-mean normal random effects to the intercept α and the coefficient β, independent of each other and both with standard deviation (SD) of 0.2. In this way, the extended family-specific coefficient fell between 0 and 0.81 (odds ratio = 2.25) in over 95% of families. In the remaining 5% of families, values of family-specific coefficient below 0 were roofed to 0 to avoid a flip of the risk allele, and values above 0.81 were floored to 0.81 to preserve the mean effect.
We simulated extended families from a five-generation pedigree structure with a single founder couple in the top generation and containing 80 nuclear families with four children each in the bottom three generations. Pedigree founder genotypes were simulated assuming the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The haplotypes formed by the alleles at the three simulated variants were then transmitted from the founders down the pedigree to their descendants as one locus, without recombination, following Mendel's laws of inheritance. The disease status of the pedigree members in the bottom three generations were simulated using the penetrance corresponding to their genotype at the risk variant.
Extended families were formed by keeping from the simulated five-generation pedigrees the nuclear families with at least one affected subject, and other nuclear families linking these affected subjects in the pedigree, mimicking the ascertainment process in familial studies where nuclear families containing affected relatives of an index case are recruited, but not nuclear families containing only unaffected relatives. We applied the ascertainment criterion of at least five nuclear families with at least one affected subject to include an extended family into a family sample. Simulation of pedigrees continued until a sample of 60 extended families was formed. We created variables X representing the number of copies in each subject's genotype of the risk allele for the risk variant and correlated variant, and of an allele of same frequency for the unassociated variant. We applied the GDT using the default estimator of the variance of the score based on the kinship coefficients to the X for the risk variant in the samples of extended families and estimated the log-odds ratio β or β * for each X under a logistic regression model of disease status by maximizing the conditional likelihood (12) on all nuclear families in a sample as if they were independent. The model-based and robust estimates of the variance of β * were obtained using equations (4) and (11), respectively. We used our own implementation in R, which returns identical estimates and model-based standard errors as the Unphased package (Dudbridge, 2008) . This process was repeated 5000 times.
Results
Simulation with dependence due to genetic linkage
In this simulation to assess the effect of within-family dependence due to genetic linkage, there were on average 5.8 affected subjects per extended family (349 affected subjects per sample of 60 extended families), with 50% of families having more than the minimum of 5 in five different nuclear families required for ascertainment of the family. Estimates of the coefficient β were approximately unbiased (results not shown).
Results on the behavior of the variance estimators in the simulation study are reported in Table 1 . The mean of the model-based and robust variance estimates were estimated with high precision and were close to each other. We predicted the true variance based on equation (9) from the calculations outlined in Section C of the Appendix for a marker allele with frequency 0.1 with the model-based variance estimated by the mean of the model-based variance estimate. This predicted variance reported in Table 1 was only slightly inflated and fell within the 95% confidence interval for the true variance constructed from the coefficient estimates. We could not establish whether the true variance was statistically significantly underestimated by the modelbased or robust variance estimators for markers strongly associated with a tightly linked risk variant (r 2 = 0.8) or unassociated to it (r 2 = 0) due to the greater variability of the sample variance (taken as unbiased estimate of the true variance) compared to the mean of the model-based variance estimate. It is, however, clear that any underestimation would be practically insignificant. No bias in the variance estimates was expected when estimating the coefficient of the risk variant itself, and indeed no significant evidence of bias of the variance estimates was detected.
We also noticed that the SD of the robust variance estimate was much larger than the SD of the modelbased estimate (from 2 times larger at an allele frequency of 0.1 to almost 4 times larger at an allele frequency of 0.5 in Table 1 ). This has consequences on inference: the Type I error of the Wald test is slightly larger for a variant linked but not associated (Table 2 , allelic odds ratio = 1), although it remains close to the nominal level. Confidence interval coverage for the risk variant effect β does not, however, depart significantly from the nominal level with the robust variance estimate (Table 3 , fixed effect). Both confidence interval coverage and Type I error were close to nominal level with the model-based estimator. The Wald tests had slightly lower power to detect linkage and association to the risk variant than the GDT (Table 2, allelic odds ratio:fixed at 1.5). Whether the model-based or robust variance estimator was used had no noticeable impact on power.
Simulation with dependence due to shared environment
There were on average 6.8 affected subjects per extended family (409 affected subjects per sample of 60 extended families), with 69% of families having more than the minimum of 5 in five different nuclear families required for ascertainment of the family. Coefficient estimates were centered around population values β * larger than the mean of extended family-specific effects β (results not shown). In this setting with normal random effects, we were unable to compute the expected true variance based on equation (9) because this requires the distribution of the random effect conditional on the observed values of X for all family members and on the ascertainment of one case per nuclear family (see equation (17) of the Appendix), which is difficult to obtain. As in the simulation with dependence due to genetic linkage, no practically significant underestimation of the sample variance by the model-based variance was detected, the mean of the modelbased and robust variance estimates were close to each other, and the SD of the robust variance estimate was 2 to 3 times larger than the SD of the model-based estimate. The confidence interval coverage for the marginal risk variant effect β * was slightly under the nominal level for a variant with frequency 0.5 but remained close to nominal level at lower variant frequencies with either variance estimator (Table 3 , Family-specific effect). Power of the Wald test and GDT was somewhat higher under this scenario than with a risk variant effect β fixed over all families, but otherwise the previous observations of slightly lower power of the Wald test compared to the GDT and no influence of the variance estimator still apply here (Table 2, Allelic odds ratio:familyspecific with mean of 1.5).
Illustration on the Eastern Quebec Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder Study
We performed a within-nuclear-family conditional association analysis given parental genotypes on the q arm of chromosome 13, a region studied by Bureau et al. (2013) because of its linkage to a "common locus" phenotype comprising schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and schizoaffective disorder. We analyzed association between the broad version of the "common locus" phenotype and 48 single nucleotide polymorphism markers selected for their low correlation to each other in the study sample. We restricted the study sample to the nuclear families where both parents were genotyped, leaving between 66 and 90 nuclear families For the associated allele and the risk allele with extended family-specific effect, the average true effect is unknown, and we estimated it using the mean of the coefficient estimates from the simulations.
(mean = 81) from between 36 and 44 extended families (mean = 39), depending on the marker. There were an average of 7.9 affected subjects per extended family [see Bureau et al. (2013) and references therein for details of study sample, phenotype definition and genotyping procedures]. Table 4 gives the sample mean and SD of the variance estimates over markers grouped by intervals of minor allele frequency. As in our simulations, the means of the model-based and robust variance estimates are close to each other. In the allele frequency intervals 0.2-0.35 and 0.35-0.5 with the most markers, the robust estimator is slightly more variable than the model-based estimator, but the difference is small given there are only on average two nuclear families per extended family.
Discussion
Subjects in different nuclear families connected to the same extended family depend on each other in genotype and phenotype. This has consequences on statistical inference when a risk locus influences the genotype transmitted at a nearby tested genetic marker (dependence due to linkage) or the family-specific environment influences the effect of a risk variant. We investigated the common practice of estimating the effect size of a genetic variant using a within-nuclear-family analysis on a sample of nuclear families obtained by splitting extended families. With large sample theory and a single affected child per nuclear family, we have shown that the naive model-based estimate of the variance of the maximum conditional likelihood estimate of a logistic regression coefficient underestimates the true variance of the estimate when there is dependence among nuclear families within the same extended family. Simulations and numerical calculations, however, revealed that this underestimation is negligible when dependence of marker genotypes among cousins is due to a tightly linked risk locus with an allelic odds ratio of 1.5, to a substantial heterogeneity of the effect of a risk allele between extended families, with odds ratios ranging from 1 to 2.25, or to both sources of dependence simultaneously. When testing a variant unassociated to the disease, the variance underestimation was insufficient to provoke an inflation of the Type I error of the Wald test. When investigating the effect of genetic linkage on conditional logistic regression maximum likelihood inference in sibships, Siegmund et al. (2000) likewise found no substantial Type I error inflation of the Wald test even with an odds ratio as extreme as 20. An empirical estimator of variance can be constructed to be robust to dependence among nuclear families from the same extended family. This protection from bias comes with a price in precision of the variance estimator, with the SD 2-4 times larger under our simulation scenario. This can increase Type I error, although the impact was very small in our simulations. While recognizing that the Wald test using the modelbased estimator of variance may perform adequately for practical purposes, Siegmund et al. (2000) argued for the use of the empirical estimator of variance for conditional logistic regression coefficient Wald tests in sibships to protect the Type I error. These authors found little impact on power compared to the test with the model-based estimator when testing the actual risk variant, an observation we replicated in our simulations with extended families. To the contrary, for an association analysis conditional on parental genotypes in nuclear families from extended families, we recommend using the model-based estimator given its greater precision compared to the empirical variance estimator. This recommendation is restricted to within-family association analysis of extended families, as other settings, such as spatial data with larger number of strata within clusters may lead to important underestimation of the variance of the conditional logistic regression coefficient estimates and a requirement to use the empirical variance estimate. This was the case in an analysis of the spatial distribution of plains bison where each animal is a cluster with multiple strata of observations (Craiu et al., 2008) . This article focuses on estimation of odds ratios (approximating relative risks) as measures of the effect size of genetic variants, which is currently only available with nuclear families. If one focuses instead solely on testing association, score tests such as the GDT developed for extended families were already shown to achieve greater power than score tests applied to nuclear families from extended families (Chen et al., 2009 ), and we observed a similar moderate power advantage of the GDT over Wald tests for nuclear families.
In our illustration, we discarded the nuclear families with missing parental genotypes, as the conditional likelihood of equation 2 requires complete parental genotype data. Various strategies can be applied to deal with missing parental genotypes in extended families where the genotype of multiple distant relatives can provide information to infer the distribution of missing genotypes. It is possible to infer the genotype distribution of parents given all observed genotypes in extended families using pedigree likelihoods implemented in software packages such as Merlin (csg.sph.umich.edu/abecasis/merlin/), but these require the restrictive assumptions of random mating and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium on genotype distributions, such that analyses where possible parental genotypes are weighted according to these inferred genotype distributions may be sensitive to population stratification. A number of approaches partially robust to population stratification have been proposed to handle missing parental genotypes in nuclear families [reviewed by Dudbridge (2008) ]. These can be applied to samples of nuclear families obtained from splitting extended families, but then the information from the genotypes of distant relatives is lost. Investigating the relative merits of these two approaches in terms of bias and power is beyond the scope of this paper.
In conclusion, the theory suggests that robust variance estimators should be used for Wald-type inferences under the common practice of splitting extended families into nuclear families and deriving the score estimating equations by treating nuclear families as if they were independent, because the model-based variance estimator will tend to underestimate the true variance of the coefficient estimates. However, in finite samples of practical size and under realistic assumptions for the mean allelic odds ratio and its variation from family to family, standard model-based methods lead to valid and more efficient statistical inferences, even in presence of genetic linkage to a risk locus or effect heterogeneity of a magnitude that can be realistically expected in association studies of common genetic variants. In this section, we adopt a more general notation by introducing the index i for the observations within a nuclear family, which consist of the actual affected child and his pseudo-sibs created from the untransmitted parental genotypes in the analysis conditional on parental genotypes. This notation allows us to encompass the more general setting of n cs -1 control observations matched to a case observation, where conditional logistic regression is applicable.
We consider the special case with a single covariate. Let case cs X denote the value of the covariate for the case in stratum (nuclear family) s in cluster (extended family) c. The estimator β * is the value of β that solves 
The conditional expectation inside 1case var c X on the RHS of (13) is zero. Let us calculate the conditional variance inside of 1case E c X in (13), which we denote V for convenience. We now use the well known fact (Arbogast and Lin, 2004) that treating the subject with Y = 1 as random given that there is exactly one such subject 
which is the variance inflation formula given by equation (9) in the main article.
B Sign of Δ
We now determine the sign of Δ in certain special cases where the covariate X csi is discrete and where the stratum specific random effects can be written as 
. (These conditions will allow us to invoke a comonotonicity argument in sub-sections B.1 and B.2.) For instance, in the genetic context, the phase between a risk variant and a marker allele is common to whole extended families (see Section C below), creating a constant correlation among the alleles transmitted to the children of all nuclear families within an extended family at the risk variant site. In the remainder of this section γ c denotes the vector of all random effects in cluster c.
We must first compute where F γ|c denotes the joint cdf of the random effects in cluster c given the observed covariates and stratum sums in cluster c. Let cs x n denote the number of observations in nuclear family s of extended family c that have X csi = x. Conditionally on the random effects, observations in the nuclear families are independent and follow the logistic regression model, yielding ( 1) (1 )
( 1) 
We can exchange s and s′ in (18) to obtain Pr( 1| , , 1). 
( 1) (1 ) 
( 1) (1 )
( ) (1) 
